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ABSTRACT

Intentional communities, often referred to as ‘communes’, are groups of people that choose
to live together, sharing aspects of their life such as land, property, money and food.
Sociologists have shown that intentional community building is most prevalent in modern
industrialised societies and seems to increase at times of moral and social upheaval, such as
in post-war situations. Currently, there is an increase in the development of intentional
community settlements, experimenting with alternative social orders. The study of such
phenomenon may be able to reveal important things about our dominant social structures
and our reactions to them. Through participant observation fieldwork, this work presents an
ethnography of the oldest secular British intentional community – Braziers Park School of
Integrative Social Research - looking at the reason for its creation and the social structure it
experiments with. Using Braziers as an example, this work considers intentional
communities as the expression of a discontentment with the highly structured restricting
social orders and the social distance of the dominant society. It asserts that intentional
communities are a result of a ‘cultural critique’, which is informed by the desire for some
form of ‘communitas’ and it is this that can foster the commitment and survival of an
intentional community.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Through five months of fieldwork I present an ethnography of the oldest secular intentional
community in England - Braziers Park School of Integrative Social Research (Braziers)1.
Braziers was founded as a social research experiment by the psychiatrist John Norman
Glaister who, after surviving the experiences of the first world war, wanted to experiment
with a method of uniting two types of people in order to realise human unity in the form of
what he termed a ‘multimental organism’. Glaister bought a large country estate and
mansion house and sought out a group of people who were willing to live together as part of
a human experiment. The intentional community still remains sixty years on, and the
founder’s visions still play an integral part in everyday life for its residents. Glaister’s
concept of a ‘multimental organism’ can be compared, I suggest, to the type of human unity
that Victor Turner introduced with the term ‘communitas’. Braziers is not alone in creating
an experimental ground for more satisfying social orders - other intentional communities
have also formed at times of huge societal stress.
This work is an assertion that intentional communities are a result of a ‘cultural critique’,
which is informed by the desire for some form of ‘communitas’ and it is this that can foster
the commitment and survival of an intentional community.
Victor Turner introduced the concept of communitas into anthropology to mean the
affirmation of the oneness of humanity that exists outside of the separation caused by social
orders. He maintained that communitas is formed through liminality, a state where people
are rid of their social restraints and limitations. Intentional communities can be seen as an
attempt by their members to free themselves of these limitations. Bruce Kapferer (1986), a
previous student of Turner’s, noted that the belief in communitas is ultimately a critique of
the social orders created by human beings, of the hierarchy and social distance of societies
and is the belief that there is a fundamental indivisibility of humanity underlying this social
order. I liken this critique to Susan Love Brown’s (2002) and Joshua Lockyer’s (2007)
proposal that intentional communities are a form of ‘cultural critique’ (see Marcus and
Fischer, 1986) and expand on their ideas by incorporating that it is the desire for
communitas that informs the critique. Contrary to Turner, who thinks that the desire for
communitas is a universal condition, Kapferer suggests that Turner’s concept of
communitas is only relevant for modern ‘nontribal’ societies where egalitarianism is seen as
the ideal and there is a clear distinction between the ideal and the real, making critique

1

Braziers Park School of Integrative Social Research is the full name of the Society that owns Braziers
Park. I will from now on address it as ‘Braziers’; this is what most people involved with the organisation
use.
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present. Kapferer maintains that for tribal societies communitas is the reality (see Kapferer,
1988:964). I therefore suggest that Turner’s model of communitas, with its critiquing
characteristics and its relevance for highly structured societies with egalitarianism ideals, is
most applicable to the study of intentional communities. I show how Braziers was formed
and continues through its own ongoing critique and through exploring the presence of and
desire for communitas at Braziers, I show how this aids the commitment and survival of this
intentional community.
Section one will introduce the idea of an intentional community and my participant
observational method of research. I will briefly introduce the contemporary history of
intentional communities and touch on anthropological literature that resonates with and
influences my own. I will explain Victor Turner’s concept of communitas in more depth.
Section two firstly informs the reader of the founding visions behind the community and
then goes on to create a portrait of the field setting in more detail. Narratives will describe
and explore the social structure, providing insight into the decision making process that
occurs in the community. These will reveal the presence of cultural critique, communitas
and the tensions and difficulties that hinder the realisation of human unity.
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1.1 WHAT IS AN INTENTIONAL COMMUNITY?
The term ‘intentional community’ refers to historical communal settlements such as the
Shakers, the Amana Society, the Amish, the Oneida Community, as well as other more
contemporary groups such as the Hutterites, Kibbutzim in Israel and Findhorn in Scotland.
They are sometimes referred to as ‘communes’ or ‘utopias’. I have chosen to adopt the term
‘intentional community’ as opposed to ‘commune’ or ‘utopia’ as I feel it emphasises the
‘intention’ of purposefully creating a group separate from what is perceived as the dominant
culture. It is this intentional separation that I am interested in. Intentional communities are
different from traditional communities in that their origins are not coincidences of time and
circumstance. Members of traditional communities may not have much shared identity other
than being in the same place at the same time. Intentional communities share things that
usual neighbours typically do not, such as land, property, money, childcare and sometimes
even spouses. The Fellowship of Intentional Community defines an intentional community
as:
‘a group of people who have chosen to live or work together in pursuit of a
common ideal or vision. Most, though not all, share land or housing.
Intentional communities come in all shapes and sizes and display amazing
diversity in their common values, which may be social, economic, spiritual,
political and/or ecological. Some are rural; some urban. Some live all in a
single residence; some in separate households. Some raise children; some
don’t. Some are secular, some are spiritually based and others both. For all
their variety though, the[se] communities hold a common commitment to
living cooperatively, to solving problems nonviolently and to sharing their
experiences with others’ (2004).
According to anthropologists (Kamau, Foster & Siegler, 2002) there are also less obvious
things that might be shared. These include a charismatic leader, a belief system, a common
vision, an alternative structural system and the state of communitas and liminality.
Braziers is an intentional community, as its structure was created purposefully and its
members did not fall together by happenstance. People who reside at Braziers share land,
food, buildings, meal times, work, social life and an overriding non-religious vision that
forms the structure of community life.
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1.2 METHOD
My fieldwork consisted of spending 5 months involved in participant observation, where I
immersed myself in life at Braziers, an intentional community in the South Oxfordshire
countryside. During my fieldwork I lived on site, attending community events and
meetings, and meeting a variety of people involved with Braziers. I worked for my keep, as
other residents and volunteers did, working on various tasks including feeding chickens,
cleaning gutters, cooking, gardening and housework, hosting guests, co-coordinating rota’s,
administration duties, events planning and volunteer co-ordination. Through this hands on
experience I was able to see the relentless amount of everyday work that needed to be done
whilst at the same time trying to realise the ideological vision of Braziers. I shouldn’t
underplay that the amount of time spent at Braziers enabled me to form good open
relationships and to have in-depth personal conversations with people about Braziers that I
may not have had if my stay had been more restricted. This provided me with a deeper
understanding of its culture, though I understand that there is still a lot to be learnt. I was
also fortunate enough to see changes occurring at Braziers and the effects of those changes.

Above: The ‘potting office’, my home during fieldwork.

I conducted some semi-formal interviews with residents, the wider community and people
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who have previously been involved with Braziers. However, as time went on I chose to stop
interviewing, feeling that the constant conversation and debate that is indeed a part of
Braziers’ culture provided me with just as much, if not more, information than the less
natural situation of interviews. At times I grew tired of the constant evaluation of the
founder’s visions and that was perhaps a part of not feeling as though I had the energy for
interviews. This was quite telling as I later realised that other residents (though not all) also
avoided these types of discussions and I saw that working and living within the community
was already tiring enough for some. Communication and consciousness around the subject
of the culture of Braziers is an integral part of life already and in some way most of the
participants could be seen to be doing a very similar thing to me - trying to understand an
alternative leaderless social structure through participation and involvement, so I was little
different.
Learning about the history of Braziers was by no means difficult; members of the wider
community were always eager to fill me in. At the beginning of my fieldwork some people
were quite anxious that I did not overlook the vision and history of Braziers. After
submitting my proposal to research, I received 2 emails that I happened to be copied into,
showing a resistance to my research, one of them expressing concern that I may create
something like a ‘zoo-effect’ by only looking at the day to day workings of the community
and overlooking the vision. This indicated, very early on, the importance of the vision to the
people involved and has allowed me to comprehend this search for human unity that
underlies the community.
As well as personal narratives, I was able to get a sense of history from the ‘Research
Communications’ that have been published throughout Braziers history, sometimes
biannually. These publications have literature written by both residents and the wider
community, discussing the philosophy, events and activities that have occurred in the recent
months at Braziers.
I must also mention the archives. Locked behind a 7“ thick fireproof door in the pantry of
the main house is a room the size of a large cupboard where the archives can be found. In
there one can find the journals of the founders, as well as previous articles written about
Braziers, newspaper cuttings, ‘The Order of Woodcraft Chivalry’ documents, ‘The Common
Wealth Party’ documents and minutes of all previous meetings. One would need to spend a
number of months in this cupboard in order to read everything in store. I was truly
overwhelmed and fascinated by this documented history. It was expressed to me on several
occasions that all of the residents should be documenting what they were experiencing at
Braziers in order to make conscious the process that is being lived. I saw no evidence of any
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personal documentation happening now other than the minutes of meetings, the Newsletter
and contributions to Research Communications. These archives and journals helped in
understanding the thoughts of the founders, and therefore the motivations behind the
creation of the community.
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1.3 INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES HISTORY & RESEARCH
The literature I mention here both resonates with and influences my own, and the historical
information is to provide a context in which Braziers can be placed - it is by no means
exhaustive.
When first explaining to people that my fieldwork was taking place in an ‘intentional
community’ (or a ‘commune’, as I would often have to rephrase it, in order to help people
understand what it was), images of tie-dyed clothes, flowing locks, flower power,
polygamous relationships and drugs seemed be to conjured up in some people’s minds.
These misconceptions are the residue of the hippy communes of 1960’s. It is not surprising
that the idea of communal living is synonymous with the hippie communes around this time
as, according to Benjamin Zablocki (1980), a sociologist who has studied hundreds of
intentional communities, it was during this period that the number of intentional
communities formed exceeded the total number of communities formed in all of the
preceding periods of communitarianism in the United States. Zablocki identifies four periods
of community building in the United States, all of which are characterised by what Zablocki
calls ‘a major social or cultural innovation which fragmented prevailing systems of meaning
and value’ (1980:38). He maintains that intentional community movements come in waves
and although this relationship is complex they usually bear some relationship to wars.
Braziers Park School of Integrative Social Research (Braziers), founded in 1950, slightly
preceded the ‘hippy’ communes of the 1960’s. According to a long-term Member, it was in
the 1940’s that the founder, John Norman Glaister wrote the book - ‘Greater Things’, which
consists of the visions that the community is based upon (see chapter 2.0). It took until 1950
to finally find a space and a group of people with the impetus to go forth with the social
experiment that Glaister proposed. It is evident that Glaister’s thoughts and writings are a
response to his experiences as a medic in World War I (see chapter 2.0), whereas the ‘hippy’
communes of the 1960’s might instead be seen as a delayed response to World War II.
Zablocki suggests that:
“This disruption of normal life patterns and the upheaval of moral and social
norms bought about by war often precede the appearance of intentional
communities” (Zablocki, 1980:20).
After World War I, England and Europe experienced a wave in communal experiments, as
did America and Japan after World War II. Israeli Kibbutzism began following World War
I and saw its greatest expansion after World War II. Zablocki (1980) suggests that it is the
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feeling or widespread belief that a new age is dawning, sometimes following war, which
fosters the belief that man is free to create his own forms of social organisation and provides
a space for people to find the impetus to do so. Victor Turner might suggest that it is due to
a ‘liminal’ phase (see chapter 1.4 for further explanation) that occurs after war, where social
order is being reconsidered, that would create a space for social movements, such as
intentional communities, to form.
The members of the community movements of the 1960’s and 70’s were thought to have felt
alienated in wider society and chose to reject cultural norms and values such as
consumerism, opting to live more ‘free’ lives (Miller, 1999 & Meijering, 2006). The
characteristics of these communities were spirituality, self-sufficiency, reconnecting with
nature, sustainability, and socialism. The members of such communes were often politically
active and part of a countercultural movement against current cultural problems such as
poverty, social and economic inequality and the Vietnamese War (Melville, 1972). Many of
the intentional communities that were created during this time were relatively short-lived,
although there are some notable communities still thriving today, one of which is Findhorn
in Scotland, founded in 1962. Findhorn’s initial focus was on living spiritually-connected to
nature and it is famous for its eco-village project and educational centre. Another British
community from this period is the Centre for Alternative Education (CAT); founded in 1972
they began as a test-bed for alternative technologies and have grown into a large
educational centre. Braziers was in some ways different to the large communal movements
of this time as, with the strong underpinnings of sociological and psychological thought
there is a more structured approach, from what I can gather, than that of the so-called ‘hippy
communes’ of those times. However, an overall dissatisfaction with the wider social and
political organisation can be seen in the formation of Braziers and other communities of
those times.
Community movements in more recent years play a part in the development of Braziers and
can tell us some things about the motivations of new residents to the community. The
1980’s and 1990s saw another rise in intentional community building and this rise is in full
swing today. A study conducted by the Fellowship for Intentional Community showed that
the amount of intentional communities increased by more than 100 percent between the
years 1990 and 2005 (Schaub, in Lockyer, 2007). Presently, we can see two main types of
communal living occurring, often using terms such as ‘cohousing’ and ‘ecovillage’, amongst
a few others. Cohousing is a way of living communally that is thought to have originated in
Denmark and the Netherlands in the 1970s, and has gradually spread to other countries in
the Western world. It is “a way of living which brings individuals and families together in
groups to share common aims and activities [such as shared meal times] while also enjoying
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their own self-contained accommodation and personal space” (www.communalcentre.org).
According to the UK Cohousing Network this arrangement can be seen as a “means of
compensating for the alienating effects of modern life where neighbours don't recognise each
other and where day-to-day collaboration is minimal”. From this I conclude that ‘cultural
critique’ is playing a part in these movements.
Ecovillages are typically built on various combinations of three dimensions: social,
ecological and spiritual. In 1991, in a pioneering report named 'Ecovillages and Sustainable
Communities', Robert Gilman defined an ecovillage as “a human-scale, full-featured
settlement in which human activities are harmlessly integrated into the natural world in a
way that is supportive of healthy human development, and can be successfully continued
into the indefinite future” (Communities magazine, 2003). 1991 saw the beginning of what
would become ‘The Global Ecovillage Network’ (GEN), which is a global association of
communities dedicated to living "sustainable plus" lives by restoring the land and adding
more to the environment than is taken. Network members share ideas and information,
transfer technologies and develop cultural and educational exchanges. Many already-formed
intentional communities are changing their status to ‘ecovillage’ as they realise that their
values run parallel to those of GEN. Braziers was the first intentional community in
England to have gained ‘ecovillage’ status from GEN. With the integration of humans and
nature being the core values of current intentional community movements, and ‘integration’
being a central aspect to Braziers’ founding visions, this means that Braziers falls
comfortably into contemporary movements, 60 years after it was formed.
Intentional communities, although clearly a contemporary social phenomenon, still remain
relatively under-analysed and under-theorised in the social sciences, especially within
anthropology. The literature presented focuses largely on the history of movements in
nineteenth century America or the 1960’s and 1970’s movements, mostly in sociology. And
although there are some exceptions (see Abrams & McCulloch,1976 & Pepper,1991 &
Meijering, 2006), it seems that studies of British and European communities2 are somewhat
neglected. I am yet to come across an anthropological study of a British intentional
community, so I hope for this work to add a British element to any future studies and wider
literature.
Joshua Lockyer’s work on intentional communities is the most current I have found yet. His
PhD thesis ‘Sustainability and Utopianism: An Ethnography of Cultural Critiques in
Contemporary Intentional Communities’ (2007) supports what Susan Love Brown (2002)
2

Unfortunately I can only access those written in English, so I am left ignorant to those written in other
languages that have not been translated into English.
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proposed in her chapter ‘Community as Cultural Critique’. They agree that “intentional
communities as ‘revitalisation’ movements constitute an important form of ‘cultural
critique’” (Brown, 2002:153), thus suggesting that it is through the critique of one’s own
dominant culture that individuals have found the desire and impetus to create intentional
communities as spaces for experimenting with more satisfying social orders.
Lucy Jayne Kamau, in her chapter entitled, ‘Liminality, Communitas, Charisma, and
Community’ (in Brown, 2002:17) insists that Victor Turner’s concepts of liminality and
communitas are vital in understanding intentional communities. She says “the
correspondence of the rise of intentional communities with the development of modern
society is not accidental.” She goes on to describe a modern day tension visible in society
today - whilst “the individual has become increasingly paramount, society has become
increasingly restrictive, with social distinctions becoming increasingly fine and social
categories becoming increasingly narrow” (2002:20). Consequently, this leads to a feeling
that one should be free to express one’s capacity but at the same time bound by social rules
and roles. In a state of liminality, which is found in social movements such as intentional
communities, the individual is freed of this tension.
The concepts introduced here from the above literature all focus on the formation of
intentional communities as a reaction to and consequence of the discontent with dominant
society. This relates to the core of my argument, in that intentional communities are a form
of cultural critique informed by the desire for a kind of communitas. I will go onto explain
Turner’s concept of communitas, and the state of liminality in which communitas occurs, in
order to help the reader gain a deeper understanding of these ideas that I will be refering to
frequently.
.
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1.4 LIMINALITY & COMMUNITAS
According to Edith Turner, “in the 1960’s Victor Turner adapted the word ‘communitas’
from Paul Goodman’s usage, which connoted town planning on community lines” (E.
Turner, 2000). The Random House Webster Unexpurgated Dictionary (1998) defines
“communitas” as: “Anthropol. The sense of sharing and intimacy that develops among
persons who experience liminality as a group.” Victor Turner uses the term communitas
extensively in anthropology to mean ‘a relational quality of full, unmediated communication,
even communion, between people of definite and determinate identity, which arises
spontaneously in all kinds of groups, situations, and circumstances’; it is ‘an affirmation of
the oneness of humanity that exists below the differentiation and separation caused by social
order’ (Kapferer, 1988 & E. Turner, 2000). In the state of communitas, people are able to
remove the masks of the social world they have previously experienced, freeing them from
their previous roles, social obligations and restraints, to become genuine authentic
individuals. Through this they can experience a powerful sense of togetherness, brotherly
and sisterly love, and equality with one another. Kamau says, “the experience of communitas
can be dazzling. People can communicate spontaneously on the most basic level for no other
motive than desire. The most private element of the self can be freely and safely shared.
Such communion can be a powerful experience” (2002: 24). Communitas is a space where
idealistic visions can be voiced and alternative paradigms of socio-cultural structure can be
devised. According to Victor Turner, the heightened sense of joy and authenticity in
relationships experienced by people in this state is one of the major sources for utopian
ideals expressed by counter-cultural movements such as the Hippy movement of the 60’s.
Turner suggests that the tendency to form alternative social movements separate of the
dominant society, was in part the manifestation of the desire to live in a permanent state of
communitas. I suggest that it was this desire for such human unity that led Glaister, the
founder of Braziers, to develop his ideas around the ‘multimental organism’; this was shared
by those who joined him in his experiement.
Turner suggests that is the state of liminality that allows for communitas to develop.
Turner was influenced by Van Gannep’s theory of rites de passage where the liminal phase
(taken from the latin term for threshold) was a place in which there could be some liberation
from social norms - “a gap between the ordered worlds where almost anything could
happen” (in E. Turner, 2000). The state of liminality is the state in between structures; it is
the anti-structure that goes beyond social classification systems, where new orders can
emerge. According to Turner, during liminal phases society becomes aware of itself and
interrupts the pattern of social relations that define social structure: These people and places
become a "kind of institutional capsule or pocket which contains the germ of future social
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developments, of societal change" (V. Turner, 1982: 45). Edith Turner (2000) informs us
that the kind of people in our society who are liminal are teenagers, students, trainees,
travellers, those new to their jobs, and people in times of major disaster. Liminality is not
static and is only there for the time in-between the structures that develop.
Bruce Kapferer, in his comparative study of nationalistic ritual in Australia and Sri Lanka
insists that the assertion of “communitas is simultaneously a critique of the social orders
created by humans, a criticism of their hierarchy and social distance, and an expression of
the character of a fundamental indivisibility of humanity from which the person and social
order is to be constructed or reconstructed’ (1986: 164). I suggest that this ‘critique’ is akin
to the ‘cultural critique’ mentioned earlier. And propose that it is therefore through the
‘cultural critique’ of fragmented, hierarchical, industrialised ways that people are led to
search for states of liminality and communitas in the form of intentional communities.
Victor Turner emphasises three types of communitas. Firstly, ‘spontaneous communitas’ – a
feeling that occurs unexpectedly when social, political and legal norms and structures are
defied. “Social roles are simplified, while myth and ritual are elaborated…a period of
scrutinization of the central values and axioms of the culture in which it occurs” (Turner,
1969:167). There is little or no structure, individuals become equal, openness is experienced
and no property is sought. This type of communitas is often found amongst marginal people
such as travellers, newly employed, students, refugees and those who are in liminal/ inbetween states. After ‘spontaneous communitas’, a structuring process often develops in
order to create some form of social control - Turner calls this “normative communitas’ and a
cycle of communitas/structure/communitas happens. Communitas resurges at the times
‘betwixt-and-between’ new structures, as the new structures challenge previous ways of
thinking and functioning, providing freedom and excitement again. This cycle is seen as an
“attempt to capture and preserve spontaneous communitas in a system of precepts and legal
rules (in Seigler, 2002: 43). According to Seigler (2002), in time the balance between
communitas and structure becomes hard to maintain and the group threatens to become
institutionalised at which point they often fractionalise. The group endeavours to record the
structures they have developed during “normative communitas” in an attempt to maintain
communitas – these records are then often captured in documents which form a utopian
‘blue print’ for the reformed society, which leads to what Turner calls “ideological
communitas”. Successful religious communities are seen to have “ideological communitas”,
and communitas is maintained through the preservation of liminality in the central social
process, even within a highly structured order. As can be seen in narratives that follow,
some characteristics of “ideological communitas” and “normative communitas” can be seen
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interplaying at Braziers, and form both a commitment mechanism and a tension leading to
the fragmentation Turner describes (see chapter 3.0).
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2.0 JOHN NORMAN GLAISTER - POST WAR VISIONS & CULTURAL CRITIQUE
“To make conscious in ourselves the shape of the process of which we are a part,
so that we may facilitate its development more efficiently.”
Above are the words found hung in a frame in the entrance hall as you enter the grand
mansion house at Braziers Park. It can also be read in the biannual events brochure,
‘Research Publications’, which is Braziers’ yearly publication, and in the introductory
brochures laid out for visitors to peruse.
John Norman Glaister founded Braziers Park School of Integrative Social Research in 1950
as a sociological experiment in communal living. In an early leaflet Glaister describes
Braziers as:
‘A centre for residential adult education, for mutual learning and teaching, and
for the study of the mechanisms of personal intercommunications which shape
social life. Seen from within, we would claim to be trying to refashion an
instrument of education in the science and art of living.’
Whilst I want to very briefly explain the sociological visions behind the creation and
functioning of Braziers, I do not intend in any way for this work to analyse Norman
Glaister’s writings.
John Norman Glaister served as a Royal Medical Corp in Palestine in World War I and
whilst doing so, came across the work ‘Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War’ by Wilfred
Trotter (1916). Trotter was thought to be the first scientist to explore the psychological
differences characterising three species of herd animals and consider their implications for
mankind. He asserted that humanity’s survival into the future depended on the urgent need
for two types of people, whom he termed ‘resistive’ and ‘unstable’, to master a way of living
and organising society with greater mutual understanding and co-operation. Trotter’s belief
was that ’unstable’ types were introverted, greatly influenced by ideas coming from outside
of the herd and could change their minds about things after great consideration, hence the
term ‘unstable’. Resistive types were those who were extrovert, resistant to new ideas, and
were happy to go with the overall thinking of the herd/group and stay on the trodden path.
Resistive types are thought to be better at making quick decisions, whilst unstable types will
consider many angles before they go forth. Trotter suggested that that only 5% of people
were either one type or the other and the other 95% of mature minds were a combination of
both.
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Trotter’s ‘Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War’ changed Glaister’s life, as he began to
consider how he could explore Trotter’s ideas within a human experiment. With the
devastating experiences of the war, Trotter’s ideas seemed like a possible answer to the state
of humanity at the time. By “1916 Glaister, had already begun formulating a constitution for
a society, ‘which would unite all men of goodwill and provide an instrument by whose aid
the altruistic effects of such men (and women) could be directed into effective channels.’ This
information was included in Norman Glaister’s first letter to Wilfred Trotter, dated
19:1:19”(unnamed article, Braziers).
Glaister returned from the war and continued developing his ideas, eventually consolidating
them into a book entitled ‘Greater Things’. According to the grandson of the founder,
‘Greater Things’ is “the blue-print for Braziers” and a long term Member of Braziers
informed me that there are only three copies of ‘Greater Things’, yellow-paged, typewritten
and too delicate to be touched in material form by the masses. Instead it has been scanned
into digital format and corrected where blurred print has become illegible. Some devoted
long-term Members have worked hard at summarising the work into various formats that
are more accessible materially and mindfully.
Glaister renamed Trotter’s ‘Resistive’ type as ‘Executive’ and Trotter’s ‘Unstable’ type as
‘Sensitive’ and thought that a “unitary method of two separate organs/committees, through
division of labour, may then integrate to form the ‘social organism’ whose abilities will
certainly far transcend those of any existing single mind” and through doing so the
differentiated and the undifferentiated should be able to live and work together more
harmoniously. The unitary method Glaister speaks of has come to form what Braziers calls
the Sensory Executive Process (see chapter 2.2), a structure/method for decision-making
involving separate Sensory and Executive parts complementing each other. The idea of
unifying in the best way possible these two psychological types is that it will be one step
closer to the evolution of what Glaister termed a ‘multi-mental organism’. The group would
ideally function without ‘schism’ or war and be far more powerful than a single mind.
Prior to the formation of Braziers, Glaister put these ideas into action in two other
organisations ‘the Order of Woodcraft Chivalry’ and ‘The Common Wealth Party’, who
used the Sensory Executive Process for a number of years. Having seen the success of the
method in practice, Glaister was even more motivated to continue experimenting, and in the
years to follow he sought a founding group of people that would be willing to devote a part
of their lives to the social experiment that would become Braziers Park School of Integrative
Social Research.
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On his death Glaister willed Braziers Park (which he had paid most for) to BPSISR (the not
for profit Society) as long as they continued with the work. His theories are still ingrained in
the culture of everyday life at Braziers today, in the form of discussion, emails, writings and
the governance structure.
I would like to emphasise that the experience of living through the war enabled Glaister and
the other founders to form their own “cultural critique”, in the form that Lockyer and Brown
suggest is central to intentional community building. I suggest that post-war is a time, in
Turner’s words, “betwixt and in-between” structures where a breakdown of previous social
structures has occurred and a space where new orders can be created – a liminal phase as
Turner would call it - exists. And as Zablocki (1980) informed us, it was Europe that saw an
intentional community boom after World War I, the same time as Glaister was developing
his thoughts. The conditions were right for cultural critique to occur. Those that joined
him in this experiment in the years to follow were similarly moved by life experiences of the
ultimate in human destruction.
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2.1 BRAZIERS TODAY, COMMUNITY LIFE
“An anomaly, built on an anomaly built in an anomaly’ is a phrase you would
almost expect to hear from a visitor of Braziers, maybe with a rider
expressing surprise about how long it’s been going….and a few comments
about English eccentricity” (Research Communications:2009).
I’ve been trying to understand the culture of Braziers ever since I entered the grand dining
room in May 2009. I can’t forget what one resident said to me back then, when I explained
that I wanted to understand Braziers - “Well, once you figure it out, let me know”. My
initial feelings were that no one really knows exactly what’s happening and my feelings now
are that I am only partially wiser – I still have a lot to learn. In the first few days of my
research, over a cup of tea on the lawn, I asked a resident if they could sum it up for me, to
which they responded:
“Governance….it’s all about representative Governance, with some kind of a
participant feedback loop – that works - built in. Never forget the cataclysmic
war our founders lived through, and if you read ‘Greater Things’ it is clear
Norman Glaister was determined to find a way to encourage complete
understanding of ‘the other’ which would confound the misunderstandings
that create schism, and lead to war.”
When people today ask me what happens at Braziers, I usually raise my eyebrows, clench
my teeth, breath in and say something along the lines of “Well, how much time do you
have?” and then I might scurry off and fetch a founding brochure…or three. Is it an events
venue, a college, a commune, a hotel, a farm, a social experiment, or all of the above? There
is a feeling that something quite magical is happening but it’s hard to grasp exactly what it
is. One thing I can be sure of now is that Braziers is complicated, ever changing and
completely unique.

THE E STATE
The estate consists of around 50 acres of land. The main house, a grade II* listed strawberry
hill gothic structure has 22 bedrooms (of which 5 are used by residents to live-in, whilst the
remaining residents live in various cottages, outbuildings and mobile homes), multiple
bathrooms, a grand dining room, a drawing room, an inner and outer hall, 3 offices, a study,
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a lounge, a large kitchen with a scullery and 3 larders, an additional pantry, a large safe, a
boot room, a laundry room, a telephone room and a meditation room. There are multiple
outbuildings including a 2-bed semi, a large cottage with 5 bedrooms, a large greenhouse,
potting office, garage, tool shed, a forge, a granary, an apple store, a couple of artists
studios, an engine room, a cow shed, 2 barns, 4 caravans, a porta-cabin, multiple compost
loos (see map, p24) as well as multiple sheep, 2 pigs and numerous chickens.

Above: Walled garden, resident working on grounds

With 19 residents and a lack of funds it’s understandable that the upkeep of such a place is
an enormous time and energy-consuming job. It’s hard to describe the setting and
atmosphere of the grounds without a visit and as time passes, the pile of old bricks, decrepit
machinery, broken chairs and cracked flowerpots become just a part of the idiosyncratic
scenery of Braziers. A visiting writer to Braziers provides us with her insight in one of the
yearly publications of Research Communications:
“Around the Braziers estate, although there are areas that are clearly well
tended, one sees much that is ramshackle and unkempt and various half
started or abandoned projects; the skeleton of a poly-tunnel, apples rotting in
the grass, out of bounds out buildings wrapped in danger-tape so old it no
longer spells danger, a coach house full of junk…The amount of things to be
dealt with seems overwhelming.”
Although, I am told that things have much improved since this was written, it is indeed
overwhelming. Grounds projects are ongoing but sometimes have to be placed second to
those that involve hosting guests for weekend courses when more urgent tasks need to be
completed first; visitors need feeding, beds need preparing, floors need mopping and admin
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needs attendance. Occasions where I had set-aside time to write my field notes would leave
me feeling guilty for not helping the other community members with the never-ending
tasks, much to the detriment of my field notes. I would, instead of writing in my room, take
myself to the nearest town and sit in coffee shops in order to force myself not to get
distracted with community life and its endless tasks.

Above: Main house from side, resident working on grounds.

With the amount of work that the house and grounds entail, I wonder why Glaister chose
such an estate to place this social experiment that needed so much thought. Such a place
would always need constant care and finance placed into it, which would clearly have high
impact on the experiment, thus potentially hindering the chance of fulfilling the vision. One
Member highlights this conflict:
“I talked about the building earlier as a thing that kept it going but the building
is also one of the problems in that the need to run an economized system that
keeps the building going and the conflict with the original vision.”
There were times, in the early days, when thinking was deemed more important than action
and the grounds were left to fall into a state of disrepair – there are stories of debt collectors
appearing during these phases.
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Above: Aerial view of Braziers Park showing the extent of it. The land around the house also belongs to Braziers Park, one
field being used a camp field and the others as grazing land for sheep.

RESIDENTS
“The resident group feels stronger and larger than at any time that I have
known it, and less dependant on the outside Members for the running of
Braziers. The outside Members seem in a much weaker position, often finding it
difficult to make contact with the residents or know what is going on” (Braziers
resident).
Today Braziers’ resident community consists of 19 people with ages ranging from 15 – 87
years. The longest term resident, who is also the oldest, has been living at Braziers for 28
years. The newest resident, who came to fill one of two administration roles, joined only 2
months ago and, as I write, the community awaits the arrival of two new community
housekeepers. The turnover of residents in the last year has been high. Within the first 3
months of my research (from June 2009 to September 2009) 5 people left, and a further 2 left
in December. From September 2009 to March 2010, 9 new people became resident, 2 of
which were part-time residents staying only at weekends. Whilst we were sat at dinner one
night, a resident commented, looking down at the long table of 14 people - ‘we are such a
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varied bunch of people’. And this is true, in terms of ages, interests and occupations. The
group consists of; gardeners, a nurse, a naturist, a legal secretary, support workers, artists,
an engineer, teachers, chefs, and a Greenpeace activist. At present as well as running the
business, residents enjoy a healthy social life together and meal times are always full of
laughter. As one would expect, some people are closer to others and there are pockets of
sub-groups. It is not uncommon for notes on the chalkboards to indicate a social event.

MEMBERS
On asking a Member what keeps them committed to Braziers they replied:
“The power and excitement for so many years of the original vision and the
energy and effort that many people put into the place so often aiming to bring
the vision to fulfilment.”
This highlights a common feeling amongst some Members, a feeling of being a part of
something in reaching for Glaister’s ideology. One Member identifies a split in Members:
“The difference amongst non-resident members are those who the original
insights have become a creed, they see any attempts to move forward as
actually being sacrilege against the creed. There is that tension going on,
between defending what has virtually become a faith as against which is moving
forward with a scientific experiment.”
He goes on to say that there is a “the very difficult balancing act between the outside
members that don’t live here and the people that do live here and do the work that do not
share the vision.”
Braziers land and business are not owned by any one person and are instead owned by
BPSISR Members, of whom there are around 50, some of which are resident, but not all.
The non-resident Members make up a wider community who are actively involved with the
organisation by: active engagement in ongoing discussions and thoughts with regard to the
visions; participation in some meetings; voting at Annual General Meetings (AGM);
participation in Members weekends and the Sensory Summer School. Some Members have
positions on the Committee of Management or are ex-residents. It is possible for anyone to
become a Member, through what we could see as an initiation process that involves first
applying to become an Associate and being actively involved and then by being nominated
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and seconded by Members for full Membership, which may then be ratified by a vote by
Members at the AGM. The estate can never been sold to it’s Members as it states in the
founder’s Will – that of John Norman Glaister, who invested all of his wealth into the
purpose - that if the estate was ever sold, all of the proceeds would be placed into further
social research. This is also stated in the ‘Rules’ of the Society. The average age of the
Members is significantly higher than that of the resident community - many Members have
been so for a long time, even almost as far as the founding days. The staying power seems
considerably stronger amongst Members than residents. (Not sure on age Dani…do you have
statistical analysis?)
THE VENUE
The resident community at Braziers work for the business and run it as a venue to bring in
the revenue that sustains the estate and provides some food for the residents and guests.
The residents work enough hours each week to cover their accommodation and food and
most of the residents receive no financial income from Braziers, with the exception of a
couple of roles that receive just a small amount of payment. However, this was changing as I
was writing and the paid roles were being phased out due to necessary budget alterations.
Braziers provides a venue for mid-week and weekend educational courses, which are
presently mostly in the form of spiritual and artistic retreats and workshops that make use
of the various function spaces and guest bedrooms. On top of this the camp field is also
rented out for festivals and camps (and the odd solo camping group) and some of the
outhouses are rented out as creative spaces for artists. The day-to-day work consists of:
housekeeping, maintenance on the house and estate, gardening and hosting the visiting
courses. Braziers community also run their own events in order to maintain networks with
the local area, provide informal education and sometimes bring in some revenue. These
events consist of Estate Work Gatherings, May Day, Apple Day, Easter Creativity
Weekend and various other celebrations. I am told that Braziers has not always been run
with this focus on business and has gone through various stages in its life in order to sustain
itself. At one time, residents, who were more academically inclined would run courses in the
social sciences, group dynamics, philosophy and the arts. In recent years it is evident that
residents have found difficulty in finding the energy and time to run the business as it is now
whilst also developing internally run courses such as those of the past.
THE COLLEGE
I had finished writing this section before I realised that I had completely left out the ’college’
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aspect of Braziers. This realization was provoked by a non-resident Member’s response to
my question “How did you become involved with Braziers?”, to which he replied,
“I…got to understand and admire what Braziers was trying to do, which for me
has always been to create a sort of little mini-university within a context of
family-type human contact, something which I think is much needed today.”
I hadn’t entirely forgotten about its existence but instead couldn’t quite place it. This is
quite telling of the ‘college’ presence within Braziers - it is somewhat elusive and perhaps a
little neglected. I go back to those words Norman Glaister wrote in an early brochure:
‘A centre for residential adult education, for mutual learning and teaching, and
for the study of the mechanisms of personal intercommunications which shape
social life. Seen from within, we would claim to be trying to refashion an
instrument of education in the science and art of living.’
There were ongoing discussions, mostly amongst Members, about the need (in order to
fulfil the founder’s educational vision) for more delivery of education made by Braziers
Members and residents themselves, to deliver their own kind of education relating to the
overriding visions. One non-resident Member says:
“Those of us who are interested are always trying to get us to move
further towards the founder's vision educationally, which I think we are
at the moment some way from. It is more difficult today, but we ought to
be initiating some courses of our own to provide more mental
stimulation, both for the outside world and for ourselves. As you know,
we now have an Education Committee working on this and I am
hopeful”.
Whilst there were very few formal educational courses happening at the time of fieldwork,
the events that the residents ran were educational in their nature, in a participatory way,
usually increasing awareness of ethical and ecological issues. And the existence of the place
is educational to both its visitors and its residents. One resident believes that,
“At Braziers we are all students and tutors, simultaneously learning and
teaching each other, to run a self governing business and society…”
The organisation has created an alternative learning environment for those integrally
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involved in the above forms of experiential education and is also a test bed of social
dynamics. Of course this does not reach out to as many people outside of Braziers in the way
that more structured courses might.
After running the business and participating in community life, residents had little energy
left for designing and implementing educational courses.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE DAY
Although there is no such thing as a ‘normal day’ at Braziers, as almost anything can
happen, there is a structure that is mostly adhered to. On working days, those residents that
don’t have access to their own kitchen begin their mornings in the dining room for
breakfast. This usually consists of; cereal, toast and tea, which is always out for the taking.
The morning meeting begins at 9, the meeting coordinator is usually rotated and the
meeting usually consists of a silence, meditation, possibly some stretches and a round of
checking on how everybody is. Then we familiarise ourselves with what needs doing that
day which varies day-to-day depending if there are guests coming or not. Tasks could
include anything from cleaning bathrooms and toilets, cooking lunch, building compost loos,
decorating or hedge laying. By 9.30 tasks are usually delegated and everyone sets out to
various areas of the estate to get on with their work. At eleven o clock the dining room
awakens again to more tea. Work continues until 1pm when (usually 10 minutes before) the
outside bell is rung to signify lunch is nearly ready and then as the food is laid out another
bell is rung inside the house to signify food is served. People congregate in the dining room
again, usually including those whose day off it is. By 2 o clock the dining room is emptied.
Volunteers work till 4, whilst residents usually continue until 4.30/5 or sometimes later
conscious of getting the work finished. Again people tend to come in to the dining room
again for more tea. Dinner is served at 6.30, and the bells are rung in the same way as at
lunchtime. The evenings can consist of one of the many meetings, socializing by the fire,
board games or individuals disappearing off to their own separate nests. I found that in my
time there it went through stages of people being more or less sociable, perhaps depending
on how busy the house was.
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2.2 THE SENSORY EXECUTIVE PROCESS TODAY – MEETINGS AND DECISION MAKING
Braziers is not directed by a leader. Instead it is governed by its Members and resident
community, using committees and a decision making process termed the Sensory Executive
Process (see also chapter 2.0). This process is integral to Glaister’s vision and forms a
central focus in the contemporary culture of Braziers community today. At present the
process consists of three meetings3, which work together to form a structure for topics to
pass through and decisions to be made. I will describe them in the way that they are
functioning at present, rather than as they might have originally been intended to function:
1.

The Sensory meeting, sometimes called ‘community’ meeting, is a weekly meeting
that anyone (resident, volunteer, member or visitor) can attend. Information is shared
on a topic or issue and a sense of the group’s thoughts, wants and needs is formed.
The ‘contemplanda’4 is created before the meeting and anyone who wants to bring a
topic of discussion can do so. These topics usually relate to the running of Braziers in
some way, although they do not have to. This meeting usually begins as a checking-in
‘round’, where everybody takes a turn to say how he or she is feeling or to make any
comment they feel like sharing. A round is sometimes used as a tool for discussing
topics too, when it is beneficial to hear everyone’s thoughts on a matter. There is a
convener who passes the microphone from one person to another and whose job it is
to keep an eye on who wants to speak and when the topic has been discussed enough
they move on to the next topic. It is also the convener’s job to communicate with the
room when they feel that a consensus has been reached and to make conscious any
processes they are noticing. Decisions are not usually made in Sensory meetings. The
idea is that the Sensory meeting informs the Executive meeting - Sub Executive
Committee or Committee of Management - in order for them to make a decision based
on the group’s sensory discussion.

2.

The Sub Executive (SubEx) meeting, is a weekly meeting and is relatively new to
Braziers. It began when specialist areas were assigned to particular individuals. The
idea was that those co-ordinators of the specialist areas could come together to make
quick decisions about day-to-day things that didn’t necessarily need to go through the

3

There have not always been 3 main meetings - Sensory and CoM where the only main meetings. From what I
gather SubEx was introduced as a day-to-day functional meeting when simple, quick, work related decisions that
did not necessarily need to go to Sensory, needed to be made. However it seems to have integrated more and
more into the Sensory Executive Process.
Contemplanda – “whereas agenda means ‘things to be done’, contemplanda means ‘things to be thought about
and considered” (non resident Member).
4
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Sensory process. However SubEx has become integrated into the process and issues
from the Sensory meeting often get transferred to SubEx to reach decision. As
departments have become group – led and resident members have increased, SubEx
has evolved somewhat and many residents have begun to attend this meeting.
3.

Committee of Management (CoM) meeting - This occurs monthly and involves a
Management Committee that consists of: three Trustees, a Treasurer, a Secretary, a
Chair and a Vice Chair. The meeting is usually a whole-day affair, beginning around
9.30/10am and ending at 4pm, with a break for lunch. The Sensory meeting
discussions inform CoM meetings so that they can make executive decisions about
topics. CoM get the information about Sensory meetings from members of CoM that
were present at the meeting and from the Sensory meeting minutes. At present CoM
conduct a one or two-hour Sensory session before they move onto the Executive part
of the meeting, which all residents are welcome to attend.

The idea behind the Sensory Executive Process (SEP) is to allow the Sensory meeting,
which works as the sensory part/organ of Glaister’s unitary social organism, to inform the
Executive meeting, the executive part/organ of the unitary social organism. Together they
work as the whole unitary social organism, which is meant to far transcend the ability of
individual minds, according to Glaister. Through the Sensory process people have the space
to share new ideas and thoughts with the group in a conducive environment without having
the burden of making a decision. The Sensory process allows the Executive committee (in
this case SubEx and CoM) to consider new ideas from the Sensory committee as well as the
groups’ needs and wants in order to make an informed decision accordingly (also see in
Chapters 2.0, 2.3 & 2.4).
I have tried to explain the meetings and their present functional state. However, the process
is not straightforward and a method that is designed to create some form of unity is often
the cause of tensions. Whilst the Sensory meeting by its nature tries to endorse
individuality, tolerance and egalitarianism, all characteristics of a liminal space which
encourages communitas to develop, the Sensory Executive Process as a whole seems to be
opposing this.
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2.3 A SENSORY MEETING IN JANUARY
It’s 7.30 and the Tuesday night Sensory meeting is about to begin. It’s a good turn out, most of the
residents are here as well as a couple of Members and ex- residents, and there are around 15 of us. It’s
cold outside and the open fire is crackling in the inner hall where we are sat around on sofas and
chairs creating a circle shape. The microphone speaker is being placed onto the eldest resident’s walker
so that she can hear.
At Braziers a microphone is used so that participants who are hard of hearing do not miss
anything. The microphone works well to stop people speaking over each other, forcing
people to only speak when they have the microphone in their hand. The circular shape
allows everybody to see each other’s verbal and non-verbal expression clearly. The convener
watches carefully to see who would like to speak and passes the microphone accordingly.
There is no assigned convener again, an actively involved ex-resident offers to convene. We start with
a round and the convener sets the theme; “If you were in a meditative mood, what would you want,
bearing in mind you are at Braziers?”
Meetings usually begin with a ‘round’ at Braziers. This is where each person takes their turn
in the circle to make some kind of offering, this could be in the form of how they feel at that
moment, some thoughts that had passed through their minds or it may be influenced by a
theme that is set by the convener of the meeting. It is preferable to have a silence in between
each offering as this allows the next person to fully engage with the person speaking before
them, rather than be thinking of what they might say next. It is unacceptable to break a
round.
So, the meeting begins and the microphone is passed around the full circle as people speak, they respond
to the convener’s theme with comments such as:
“Spring”
“Silence”
And
“The perfect balance of the present moment and the fruitful future”
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After the round, the ‘contemplanda’ is introduced by the convener and consists of: ‘welcome letter for
newcomers’, ‘barn development’, ‘personal alarm’, ‘visitors interested in involving poetry in May
Day’, ‘UK WWOOF AGM’, and ‘personal space’.
The community creates the contemplanda during the week; individuals place topics on the
list (which is pinned to a ‘sensory board’) as and when they want. This way of setting an
agenda for a meeting allows for an egalitarian approach to problems, as opposed to having a
leader who may decide on subjects to be discussed. Each person is directly related to the
process, empowering those involved.
The group explores the issues one by one, eliminating any that need further research for the following
week’s meeting. The eldest resident is keen to talk about her alarm first, she’s fallen over twice in the
last month and has had difficulties getting up, so the community have worked towards getting her
some form of alarm that she can carry with her. She is aware of her age, at 88, and is worried that
she is a burden on the community. She tells the group that she has placed herself on a waiting list for a
rest home. The group listens attentively and caringly in her direction, whilst the realities of getting
old are exposed clearly. “What I want to know is to what extent am I a nuisance, I know I am not as
bad as Bernie [an ex resident who has now passed away], I don’t want people to be polite.” She
requests a round. The microphone is passed around and people are aware of this sensitive subject;
each considers carefully their thoughts before speaking.
“I overhear a lot of grumbling, I never hear grumbling about you,” says one resident.
“I think you’re more of a benefit than a burden, I was hoping to leave before you,” says another
resident who regularly does her shopping.
“You offer so much to the volunteers, they love learning English with you.”
Everyone in the room is supportive to her needs.
The eldest resident responds with, “So thank you, the answer is ‘not yet’.”
This response to this resident’s needs is a clear example of the togetherness that is felt
within the community, feelings of brotherly and sisterly love are felt within the group. The
sensory meeting provides a space to bring up sensitive issues and to hear each person’s
thoughts and feelings. Communitas can flourish in this environment.
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The subject of the meeting moves nicely on to the issues of ‘personal space’, where a resident explains
that he woke up early on Friday to go to work to find that there were 26 guests and no one was put
down to make breakfast. The resident was on his way to catch a bus to work at 7.30 and found
himself in a dilemma about whether or not it was appropriate to knock on residents’ bedroom doors in
order to find someone to make the breakfast. He wants to know how people feel about being knocked
upon for work-related issues and asks for a round.
Here, we have the difficulties of juggling the business and personal side in the community.
The microphone is passed to me first. I feel anxious, as I’m aware that I am particularly precious
about my personal space. He emphasises that he would like an honest response about it. I awkwardly
speak “Well, there is no clear boundary between work and play here at Braziers, I would be reluctant to say
that it is fine to knock on my door at any time regarding work issues as I would be worried that I
would then find it difficult to find my own time and space. It’s something that worried me before I
came to Braziers, my personal space and where the boundaries would lie. I love my own space and
time on my own. Sometimes if I am not around I will be working on my dissertation and the other
times are few and far between. If it was an emergency then it would be OK to knock on my door, but
then what is an emergency to one person may not be to another.”
I worry about what people might think of my response, but I am comforted when other people feel
similarly,
“I am very much like Dani, I value my private space, and when I am on my own I don’t want to see
anyone.”
The responses vary “There are very few hours on the clock that I haven’t been knocked upon…..some of them work
related.”
“It’s not so much private space but time, I would have been quite disgruntled had you woken me.”
“We’re just on the end of the phone.”
And the last person adds:
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“Isn’t it part of being a community….being knocked upon when needed.”
The boundaries between work and play are somewhat blurred at Braziers. Many people
commented that is hard not to get involved in tasks that could be denoted as ‘work’ on days
off, especially if you enter the house. This is partly to do with living in a working
environment but also representational of societies with fewer structures in place. There is no
definite line between what is work and what is not and often the work is also enjoyable. Due
to the lack of classic leadership no one is there to tell people what to do, and when to do it,
so it is a constant self-regulating task. At the beginning stages of my time there I would ask
myself “should I be doing this?”, or, “am I doing this in the correct way?”. I was so used to
being told what to do, how to do it and when to do it in a standard job with clear social
structures, such as rules, roles and hierarchies. However, at Braziers one has to find one’s
own motivations, as no one else will tell you what you ‘should’ be doing. This type of lack of
clear structure is characteristic of liminal spaces.
This brief account of a sensory meeting shows the emphasis on group exploration as
opposed to decision-making. We can see that the eldest resident used the sensory process as
tool for making her own executive decision based on the information shared, instead of
sending the decision onto an executive body, thus empowering her. As the meeting is
minuted the information was available to the executive group too.
The way that Sensory meetings are conducted supports egalitarianism. Individual thought
is encouraged and tolerance is promoted. I was able to openly express my difficulties with
personal space and others could follow, even if it was opposing the previous speakers. There
is acceptance that everyone’s perspective, whatever it may be, is as valuable as the next
persons. Prior to Braziers I hadn’t experienced a space that values such genuine expression
of thought and feelings, especially not within typical organisations and workplaces where
social restraints in the form of roles, expectations and rules limiting the individual’s
expression within socially acceptable boundaries are present. Instead at Braziers I felt
encouraged to deeply consider how I genuinely felt about something and free to voice it
openly, thus allowing me to function as an unbound authentic person, ridding me of any
masks I was wearing. Through group acceptance of authentic expression, participants can
feel valued as an individual, whilst at the same time being part of a whole.
2.4 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – ‘FISHBOWLS’, CHAOS & ORDER
“There are always, I think in any community, problems from time to time in
human relationships and additionally we have the difficult job of trying to
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keep yoked together the resident community and our wider community and the
"community" and educational "college" function. Both of these represent faultlines. We have recently had a particularly bad experience with personality
problems, which you will have seen dominate the AGM last November.”
The above Member’s words reveal the areas of tension that are experienced at Braziers,
some of which is expressed in the following narrative. Through a recollection of the AGM I
will reveal both the Sensory and the Executive parts at work. The narrative reveals the
network of inevitable tensions in the quest for unity, whilst guiding us through a chaotic
process that leads to feelings of unity.
It’s Saturday morning, today is the AGM. Members are arriving from all over to participate in the
meeting. I enter through the thick heavy door, the grand drawing room with its tall windows and
high ceilings. I quickly weigh up which seat I would feel most comfortable in, trying to be considerate
that there will be a few elderly people attending, and choosing my chair with this in mind. The
resident and wider community have been anticipating this meeting for the last 2 weeks, maybe more.
The community has been reported as being unstable recently, with residents leaving and Members
giving up their position on CoM. There is hope that today we will find some resolution to the recent
happenings. I wonder whether there will be a higher turn out for the entertainment value that the
meeting may bring. I am told that it is a particularly rocky and transitional time. I wonder if it is
always rocky and transitional. People settle in their seats, mostly ready, waiting with their tea. It had
been decided in the previous evening’s sensory meeting that the group would attempt ‘the fishbowl’, a
way of running a meeting with a relatively large number of participants, that involves an inner circle
of seats and a larger circle around the edge. The circular shape is the arrangement at most of
Braziers meetings, it facilitates a sense of egalitarianism; no one, not even the chairperson, is in a
position of dominance and each can see the other’s body language and expressions as they take their
turns speaking. Today, members of the CoM would begin in the central circle with one or two empty
seats and then people would step in when they felt moved to speak, and when they felt they were
finished they would move out of the inner circle back to the outer circle. So the chairs were arranged
as described. Present are Members, Associates and Residents of Braziers as well as a couple of guests
& current volunteers. I am excited and apprehensive about what the day will bring and the feeling
resonates throughout the room. Will we end up with more fighting or will we find the resolution and
harmony that seems to have been long due? As usual, the microphone is connected for those that
struggle with hearing.
The current Chairman of CoM confirms that he has resigned but will remain in his position until
4pm for the sake of the AGM; he will not, however, chair this sensory part of the meeting, and he
explains that he is unwilling to explore his reasons for leaving any longer. The room is aware that it
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is due to interpersonal conflicts with a resident Member, which has clearly been communicated by way
of email conversations, a part of contemporary Braziers culture, though not all chose to participate.
This interpersonal conflict becomes the first topic in the sensory discussion. The Chairman removes
himself from the inner circle and takes a seat in the outer circle. The resident Member who is,
according to the Chairman, the reason for his resignation, speaks up, indicating that he feels that it is
his character and nature that is being attacked. Two more members from CoM speak from the inner
circle (which makes up about 7 seats) of the conflicts that CoM has experienced recently – suggestions
are made that outside help is needed for conflict resolution. The large outside circle, of which I am a
part, makes up about 30 people. We circle the edge of the large room. I sit attentively, looking around
the room. One member steps up from the outside and makes her way to the inner circle. She speaks of
the power of silence, her words are moving and hold the attention of everyone. It is clear that she is a
well-respected Member of the wider community and I think I recognise her name from some of the
writings in the library. People continue to go in and out of the centre, the ‘fishbowl’ moves fluidly.
The words don’t always follow on exactly in line with the previous speaker but themes are present and
what are shared are individual thoughts.
“When I refuse to vote it is because the topic has not been through the sensory process”.
“The conflict won’t be resolved until we become more conscious”.
“An effective CoM is not an harmonious CoM”.
“There is a thin line between responsibility and power”.
“We are all responsible for the interpersonal problems, we need to work it out
together”.
“You need to be a warrior of consciousness”.
“Did the founders intend for it to be ridden with conflict? The way that the structure
is set up makes conflict inevitable”.
“Braziers is supposed to be about social integration, and time and time again we show
that we are not integrated…We come to Braziers damaged, we have picked up habits
from the outside world and bring them to Braziers and we continue to damage each
other”.
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One member makes a proposal that all the people on CoM are female for one year as a way of
breaking patterns. There is a murmur of controlled excitement within the room, people begin to smile
or laugh at the idea and the ‘fishbowl’ picks up some pace with people moving in and out faster than
before. People have a lot to say at this point.
One resident, perturbed by the idea steps into the circle,
“I am opposed to the idea of a gender split! We are supposed to be integrating. We need
the best people for the job regardless of their sex”.
“Hear Hear” a long term Member and ex resident calls from the outside circle.
The excitement is stifled and the room is bought back to the floor. I feel silly at my initial enthusiasm
over the experiment of an all female committee as I am reminded of the word integration - of course
Braziers is about integration, not segregation! People’s approaches change quite drastically,
“Why do women feel happy about positive discrimination?” asks a participant.
“We need to look at the power dynamics rather than just acknowledge them and then
change things to an all female CoM.”
The ‘fishbowl’ continues all morning, discussing a few further topics. There is no tea break and
instead people go in and out as they please. I can’t tear myself away; the meeting keeps my attention
well.
The meeting comes to an end and the chairperson informs the group that they can now make proposals
to be voted upon in the executive part of the meeting. Individuals set about writing proposals on
colourful bits of paper, seeking people to second their suggestions. We leave the drawing room and
congregate in the dining room.
You can see from the above account that visions of unity are present. The AGM provides a
space for both the Members and residents to come together in a sensory discussion about
subjects which affect the following year, emphasising the importance of all involved. As with
mostly all Sensory meetings (except the occasional simple matter) at Braziers, no decisions
are made and the subjects are explored freely with a very loose structure. This part of the
process informs the executive part of the decision making process. At the AGM decisions
are made through voting, which is infrequent at Braziers when discussions are usually used
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in order to find consensus. The following account only provides snippets of the event; it’s
not exact but intends to give you a sense of the process.
After lunch as prepared by community residents, we return to the drawing room for the next part of
the meeting. The chairs are no longer arranged in a circular fashion and instead are in rows facing
the front. There is a clear divide, Members are seated on one side, whilst Non-Members are seated on
the other. This is so that voting does not get mixed up, as non-Members cannot vote. The meeting
starts off haphazardly, as the Chairman and the Secretary appear to ‘faff’ around at the front with
their computers. ‘Tutting’ and headshaking commences by most in the room. It transpires that they
have lost the work that had been produced over the lunch break and so are quickly trying to piece
together the voting criteria. Raised eyebrows, rolling eyes and glances of disapproval are passed
between those waiting impatiently. I too grow frustrated. The two men have to ad lib, writing the
agenda as they go, picking up one proposal at a time and grouping them into those that are similar.
The information can be seen emerging on the projector screen at the front of the room.
In the last 7 years Braziers has been working on a project that will replace the current oil-burning
heating system with a woodchip boiler, in an attempt to lower Braziers carbon footprint at a time
when the boiler needs replacing anyway. So today is the day that Braziers decides whether or not to
actually go ahead with the boiler and where to find the funds. A new Chairman and Secretary need to
be assigned before 4pm, which is when the current Chairman finally leaves. People are aware of time
and eager to get moving.
After much deliberation, matters to be voted on are agreed and voting commences. Voting is done
through a simple show of hands. There is no anonymity. Two fairly neutral non-Members have been
chosen to count the votes and call out the outcome. One would think that a show of hands would be
simple but today that is not the case. It takes 3 or 4 attempts on several matters before the votes are
clear. Individuals become influenced by how other people are voting; they change their decisions part
way though, which then leads to another call of hands. There is a constant hum of voices, making it
difficult for the Chairman to be heard, so people become confused over what they are voting on.
On top of this, things are constantly changing as proposals become almost repeated or it emerges that
it may have already been decided upon at the previous AGM, or that the criteria is not an option
because of certain ‘set in stone’ rules of the society.
The proposal for an all female CoM takes its turn, after what seems like an endless ‘kafuffle’. The
proposer - a self proclaimed ‘radical’ - continuously tries to inspire and influence voters by standing
up, enthusiastically and proudly explaining how crucial it is to the community’s future that Members
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vote a certain way as opposed to another. Looks of disbelief, frustration and discomfort fill the room;
individuals hang their heads in their hands.
Some body shouts out, “ I suggest we stop listening to him!”
After several attempts the proposal wins by just one vote. However, there is a problem - after a
declaration of the ‘Society’s rules’ it emerges that it is not possible to impose this unless the male
Trustees and Treasurer choose to stand down from their positions. The Treasurer agrees to stand
down as long as all males stand down, but one of the Trustees is silent, he does not come forward.
Therefore leaving all three males in their positions. Discussion commences about alternative solutions
and, one by one, four females stand up and agree to take the roles. Nominations are quickly put
together and seconded in front of the room. A compromise is formed and most of the CoM will be
female.
A process continues similarly in this chaotic manner, whilst people grow irritated, frustrated
and in some cases highly amused, but nonetheless after around two and a half hours
decisions are finally reached. This event was undoubtedly the most entertaining meeting I
have ever had the pleasure to be involved with or witness. Although a number of people who
were also there would shake their heads at the thought of it, what I saw was a process of
transformation. A large part of the community went into the room carrying the upset from
interpersonal disputes within the community from the last few months. The sensory part of
the meeting allowed for the current issues to be discussed in a supportive and open space
that allowed individuals to be heard. It was a highly emotive experience for many. One exresident commented that the outside circle acted as an anchor holding the space for the
inner circle, which I think is a very good way of seeing why it was possible for this to
happen here. The expression of these thoughts allowed a cathartic experience to occur. The
original visions of the organisation were restated and the common goal of unity in some
form was realised once again. The Executive part of the meeting was somewhat chaotic and
voting outcomes were not entirely kept to due to the society’s rules, but nonetheless,
through an unstructured process consensus was reached and order was found. Individuals
went into the room troubled by recent events and came out transformed with smiles on their
faces and a renewed energy for Braziers. At the plenary session, one Member commented,
“It’s wonderful that we’ve been able to reinforce what the intention of the intentional
community is”. Having the wider community in one room allowed for people to reconnect
with the group and be reminded of the ‘greater thing’ of which they are a part and it was
made evident that the founder’s vision was still alive - to integrate and form a type of human
unity, whether it be a ‘multimental organism’ or the feeling of togetherness or, indeed,
‘communitas’ that resonated throughout the room as the meeting ended.
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2.5 AN E XPLORATION OF THE SENSORY E XECUTIVE PROCESS
During my time at Braziers I witnessed great variation in the engagement of and views
towards the Sensory Executive Process. I found most people to be critical of the overall
process in some way or another but at the same they could also see positive parts to it. Here
I provide some thoughts that give a sense of the tensions and the problems that hinder
feelings of unity and therefore the development of communitas.
On being asked what they thought about the Sensory Executive Process, Members and
residents responded in the following ways;
“I think Sensory Executive Process is a useful tool to be used pragmatically,
rather than a magic formula. It is chiefly valuable I think for keeping in touch
with everyone's feelings on the ground, so that there is a healthy circulation of
opinion.”
“The Sensory meetings are serving the function of trying to get members of
the community together, which is good, allowing people time for a bit of
exchange of information. For some people it’s just a chance to be heard, fair
enough, everyone wants to be heard…”
“I think the basic premise of allowing everyone to speak is good and the
explicit freedom to bring up subjects mostly works.”
The Sensory meeting occurs at the same time, on the same day of every week and is a time
when most of the residential community get together (as well as some committed exresidents and Members who live close by). As you can see from the account I provide of the
Sensory meeting in January (see chapter 2.3) and the sensory part of the AGM (see chapter
2.4), the structure allows for individuals to be acknowledged and valued equally, creating an
egalitarian environment where each individual is an integral part of the larger group. The
sensory meeting could be compared to a ritual-like behaviour, creating a liminal space where
communitas can emerge. Whilst the Sensory meeting is successful in the way that it fosters
“communitas”, the Sensory Executive Process as a whole can conflict with that. And perhaps
this is where we can identify the clear differences between Glaister’s idea of a ‘multimental
organism’ and Turner’s idea of ‘communitas’. They are both seeking a unity, but perhaps of a
different type. The concept of having an Executive body that does not involve everybody
immediately diminishes any sense of egalitarianism that is fostered in the Sensory meeting,
reintroducing a type of hierarchical structure back into the system. This works against the
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‘communitas’ that might flourish otherwise. We can see a potential power dynamic
occurring between the Sensory body and the Executive body, especially if the feelings of
‘togetherness’ (communitas) are strong within the Sensory body. Instead of integration
between the bodies - the aim of the Sensory Executive Process – separation occurs instead.
As well as the power dynamic between the two functioning bodies, we can also see power
dynamics between non-resident Members who do not attend the Sensory meetings, and
residents. Those who are more detached from the community do not get to experience the
type of ‘communitas’ that is present amongst the residents, as they do not regularly partake
in the meetings. This can be seen to create a ‘them and us’ dynamic, between those who
reside in the community and those that don’t.
Many people are doubtful that SEP is practiced as was intended. Residents comment:
“…in terms of the decision making process here, I don’t think it works at all.”
“Would be an interesting experiment, but doomed to failure I think. We do not
practice it. Ref Chap 11 Greater Things....”
“There are too many [meetings], and we confuse their purposes.”
“ I don’t think we do the Sensory Executive at all properly. I think the way it
operates is pretty much nonsense in my view. We don’t really allow one to
inform the other. They are kept too separate…the objective of the meetings
should be to allow everyone to have a say and allow plenty of time for things
to be thrashed out properly….. A lot of people say that we’re just not doing it
properly, we don’t understand it, that might be right, but I’ve not seen it
working.”
The sensory meeting seems to be working mostly in conjunction with SubEx as opposed to
CoM (which was originally intended before the invention of SubEx) and could indeed
(without the restraint of the Societies Rules) function altogether without CoM. One Member
of the CoM says:
“In the last couple of years at Braziers one can see a rapid devolution of the
decision-making process away from the CoM towards SubEx and the Sensory
meeting.”
And a non resident Member notes that,
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“…to an outsider like me it seems as if ‘sensoriness’ has been reduced in the
Community meeting and we seem to have produced two competitive executive
bodies,”
And a resident informs us that:
“We don’t really allow one to inform the other. They are kept too separate.”
CoM meetings take place only once a month, so it seems understandable that SubEx has
evolved in the way of taking many decisions. Sometimes it was necessary to make a decision
before the monthly CoM meeting. On top of this, a lot of time would pass before minutes
from the CoM meeting would be accessible by all. In theory the resident community would
have to wait for this until they could act on the decisions that CoM made. I got the sense
that the pace of life at Braziers was too fast for the pace that the Sensory Executive Process
was moving which led to a segregation of meetings instead of an integration - they tended
to work separately from each other instead of informing each other, which of course defeats
the point of the process. Individuals became frustrated at times when projects could not
move forward quickly enough due to the Sensory Executive process obstacles - this would
lead to an avoidance of the process altogether and people would be seen to act on their own
individual feelings about something instead of consulting the group and risking having their
desires or projects stopped or delayed in a frustrating and slow process.
One member of CoM says,
“I think the theory of Sensory, or at least how I’ve seen it expressed, has been a
stranglehold on development. But that’s not the only reason – commitment to
go deep and stay through the discomfort has never been very strong in
community members, with some honourable exceptions. I think the main virtue
of the commitment to sensory, whatever it is, is that it seems to make regular
meetings go on happening.”
This suggests that it is the sensory part of the process that stops things from happening and
that there is reluctance to stick with it when it gets tough. One common fault people had
with the process was that issues didn’t always make their way from the sensory to the
executive stage.
One resident says,
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“So many issues get lost in the process. There is no proper mechanism in place
to ensure issues get transferred from one type of meeting to another.”
I had found my own frustrations about this process, which I will recount in the following
narrative.
We were sat around as usual in the inner hall in front of the fireplace and next to the grand piano. I
was sat in my favourite spot on one of the big comfy couches facing the fire. I had somewhat found my
voice at Braziers by this time and was no longer conscious about speaking in a group. The discussion
focussed on the fact that very few residents eat in the dining room, which is something that struck me
as strange - that a community not eat communally. I felt disappointment about this initially. However
I began to understand the importance of having control of one’s own food, what one eats and when
one eats it. I am someone who likes to eat at set times, so Braziers’ rigid meals times suited me and I
was also mostly happy with the food. However, some people weren’t, some liked to eat when they were
hungry or miss meals, so to pay/work the set amount each week for something that they were not
pleased with was difficult. Anyway, it was discussed that on average only 2 or 3 residents plus a
couple of volunteers, were eating in the house with guests, whilst some of the residents with board
weren’t turning up to meals at all. I had had experience of guests asking ‘who is a resident here? Is
there actually anyone living here?’. Guests were surprised at the lack of community in the communal
dining room. And in some ways I think the people who asked, like me, were perhaps slightly
disappointed at this experience. The conversation went around, exploring the reasons why people don’t
want to take full board and the complications behind it, such as work arrangements, meal times,
ingredients and so on. I suggested that the whole resident community meet once a week for a
communal meal. People could take it in turns to cook so that at least sometimes they would be satisfied
with the meal. And the residents who didn’t pay full board could then pay a small fee for the one meal.
Another person suggested that people could even bring their own food with them, or prepare it in the
kitchen or in their private kitchens and then bring it to the dining room. This idea appeared to be
received well; it was agreed that it was a good idea and would be taken to SubEx to complete the
logistics behind it. I felt happy that I had contributed something of value to the community, I felt an
integral part of the group and empowered that I could be heard…It was weeks later on a return visit
that I found out that absolutely nothing had come of it. And on asking one resident why not, she
responded, “I think it got lost somewhere between Sensory and Executive, like many things.” It had
been lost in translation. I couldn’t help but feel disappointed that something that I thought could be a
good contribution to the community had been so easily forgotten. What had been the point in all that
discussion if it did not go anywhere?
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The above shows how I am introduced to the frustrations that people find with the Sensory
Executive Process, where a relatively simple idea did not make its way through the process.
The meeting had at first made me feel empowered within the community but then the
overall process had taken that away. I could see that if I were to experience this often it
could potentially lead to an eventual resistance to sensory discussions altogether, which
indeed did occur for some people at times.
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3.0 CONCLUSION
Let us go back to my original argument: intentional communities are a result of a ‘cultural
critique’, which is informed by the desire for some form of ‘communitas’ and it is this that
fosters the commitment and survival of intentional communities.
I maintain that intentional communities are a result of ‘cultural critique’ in response to
highly structured society and social fragmentation in the modern industrialised world
limiting authentic expression and a sense of human unity. Intentional communities develop
during times of major social innovation, which have fragmented dominant social systems.
This is a fertile time for experimentation with alternative social structures and a breeding
ground for new movements to develop. ‘Cultural critique’ is informed by the desire to be
freed of the restraints of social structures that create strict social categories (the desire for
liminality) and for the more genuine human expression and unity that is present underneath
these structures (communitas). In this work, I have used Braziers as an example of an
intentional community where cultural critique and a desire to create a form of communitas
are at play. Braziers was founded through the founder’s own cultural critique. After a
cataclysmic war, John Norman Glaister saw it necessary for the survival of humanity for
social structures to find unity in the form of a ‘multimental organism’, which, although
through exploration we can see

differences, I have likened to ‘communitas’. Whilst

Glaister’s visions have become something of a creed for some participants, who are still
driven by the fulfilment of the ideology, for others this goal does not play a central role to
their Braziers’ experience. A clear tension is expressed between those who live in the
community and those who don’t. Living on the estate involves participating in the running
of a business, attending multiple meetings, involvement in community life and maintaining a
grand estate, all of which direct energy away from the thoughts and visions of the founders.
Residents are exposed to the faults of the Sensory Executive Process and the ‘Societies
Rules’ as it becomes evident that they restrict development. Nonetheless, regardless of the
present tensions, what residents and non-residents, or Members and non-Members, do have
in common, as maintained in my argument, is a type of cultural critique, which drives them
to become involved in some way with an experiment with new social orders. This movement
in itself shows that there is some desire to be freed of current social restraints, categories,
rules and roles in the dominant society – a desire for liminality in which communitas occurs.
We can see something like Turner’s ideas of both “normative” and “ideological” communitas
at work within Braziers (please refer to chapter 1.4 for a description of types of
communitas). Although Braziers is secular by nature, it is through Glaister’s social ideology,
and the structures that it insists upon, that something like ‘ideological communitas’ is at
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work amongst some non-resident Members (mostly). This forms a commitment mechanism
much like that of a religious ideology and this plays an important part in the longevity of
Braziers. Braziers is the longest running secular intentional community in England
(possibly even Europe). Similarly, religious communities are thought to have more staying
power because of certain commitment mechanisms (see Kanter, 1972). Although Braziers is
non-religious it has some characteristics that create something like “ideological
communitas”. Glaister’s work, along with other founding documents, can be seen as the
‘blue-print’ for Braziers and they are referred to as a set of precepts about the structure and
the way things are done, such as the Sensory Executive Process and the Society’s rules.
Non-residents who engage with the ideology feel a sense of togetherness which is bound up
in a central belief that the ideal – ‘the multimental organism’ - can be realised. Resistance
from residents to these precepts occurs as they experience the realities of the structures in
practical life. I show this in the narrative that reveals those frustrations. Residents develop a
desire for change or restructuring through a further ‘cultural critique’ within Braziers. I
suggest that this is characteristic of “normative communitas” with its cycle of
structure/communitas/structure, where there is an attempt by a group to continually
recreate a feeling of “spontaneous communitas”, through breaking down the structures that
restrict them. However, community residents are somewhat bound by the precepts that
come along with the social ideology as it disables the cycle that allows for “normative
communitas” to occur. This can be a restriction on the development of Braziers; many
people comment that it is slow to advance. Whilst the founding ideology works towards an
“ideological communitas” amongst those who engage with the visions, it also restricts the
cycle that results in “normative communitas” for those who do not engage with the
ideological visions. The vision that creates a sense of unity, in itself forms a stranglehold on
the development/cycle that fosters another sense of unity. Institutionalisation is present in
these precepts and structures, which can lead to the fragmentation that Turner suggests.
And I suggest that this is one of the reasons why the turnover is higher amongst residents
than non-resident Members.
What I show is that pockets of unity are felt within the organisation. Unity is fostered
through sensory meetings: individuality and tolerance, living together: shared short-term
goals (running business and events) and ideological visions. These pockets of unity are
strong in themselves but unity amongst all seems unachievable within the present
structures. The desire for “Ideological communitas” provides a commitment mechanism for
long term Members, creating a stable base for the visions to survive. This allows for the
existence of a more transient resident community who are able to invest full-time until
fragmentation occurs.
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Modern society is highly structured, placing people in social categories and greatly
restraining individuals. During times when social norms are broken down, a state of
liminality is created which allows the space for restructuring and for individuals to be rid of
their social masks and to be genuine, authentic beings. Braziers by its nature supports a
breakdown of the social norms experienced in dominant society, and it encourages a space
for liminality and communitas to occur through the use of sensory meetings that centre on
egalitarianism, individual thought and tolerance. In this space people are more open,
genuine and free to be themselves. However, the realities of Braziers - running a business,
maintaining a huge estate, the presence of an executive body, the social categories present
(Members, Associates, residents, non resident) - are in contrast with the breakdown of the
social norms that the sensory meeting creates. This makes constant communitas
unrealisable, a utopian ideal and not a reality. As Kapferer (1986) points out, the desire for
communitas can only apply where there is a clear separation of the real from the ideal. That
is why communitas is so relevant in the study of intentional communities and particularly
Braziers. Cultural critique is clearly evident and the desire for something like communitas
can be seen to inform the critique. The desire for human unity in some form, whether it is
communitas, ‘the multimental organism’ or something else, is evident at Braziers, although
the actual presence of it is only fleeting, I hope I have shown that this common desire
amongst participants plays an important part in fostering this intentional community’s
survival.
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